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Shot noise in nanoscale conductors from first principles
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We describe a field-theoretic approach to calculate quantum shot noise in nanoscale conductors from first
principles. Our starting point is the second-quantization field operator to calculate shot noise in terms of single
quasiparticle wave functions obtained self-consistently within the density-functional theory. The approach is
valid in both linear and nonlinear response and is particularly suitable in studying shot noise in atomic-scale
conductors. As an example, we study shot noise in Si atomic wires between metal electrodes. We find that shot
noise is strongly nonlinear as a function of bias and it is enhanced for one- and two-Si wires due to the large
contribution from the metal electrodes. For longer wires it shows an oscillatory behavior for even and odd
number of atoms with opposite trend with respect to the conductance, indicating that current fluctuations
persist with increasing wire length.
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The subject of steady-state current fluctuations~shot
noise! has attracted much attention from both theorists a
experimentalists over the past decade.1 Shot noise is due to
charge quantization, and, as such, is generally unavoid
even at zero temperature. While in signal processing, s
noise might be considered as an undesirable effect that b
the signal detection, in mesoscopic and nanoscale syste
is a physical mechanism that can provide useful informat
to probe the electron energy distribution,2 the kinetics of
electrons,3 and electron interactions due to the Coulomb
pulsion and the Pauli exclusion principle.4

When electrons in a conductor diffuse in a complet
uncorrelated way, the shot-noise magnitude reaches the w
known Poisson limit 2eI, wheree is the electron charge an
I is the dc current.5 In all other cases, shot noise is propo
tional to the average current times a real numberF, called
Fano factor.1 Except for some special cases such as trans
in resonant-tunneling diodes, where shot noise is sign
cantly enhanced in the negative differential resistance reg
due to enhanced electron interaction in the well,6 the Fano
factor is generally lower than one.7–14 In a two-terminal con-
ductor withn channels, the Fano factor can be expresse
linear response and at zero temperature in terms of the tr
mission coefficientsTn of each channeln15–17

F5(
n

Tn~12Tn!/(
n

Tn , ~1!

where the denominator is simply proportional to the aver
current. In principle, if the transmission probabilitiesTn’s are
known, shot noise can be evaluated using Eq.~1!. However,
the transmission probabilities, and consequently shot no
are an inter-related function of the electronic and ionic d
tributions which are generally nonlinear in the extern
bias.18–20 These distributions need to be calculated se
consistently at all external voltages, and cannot be sim
derived from ground-state calculations.18,20 The last point is
particularly relevant in nanoscale conductors where
chemistry of single atoms is extremely important in det
mining the current-voltage characteristics of the wh
sample.18
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In this paper we describe a field-theoretic approach
calculate quantum shot noise in nanoscale conductors, w
the electronic and ionic distributions are calculated se
consistently. In particular, we derive an expression of s
noise in terms of single-particle wave functions. The lat
quantities can then be determined using a scattering
proach within the density-functional theory of many-electr
systems.21 As an example, we apply the method to the stu
of shot noise in Si atomic wires between metal electrod
We find that shot noise is strongly nonlinear as a function
bias and it is enhanced for very short wires due to the la
contribution from the metal electrodes, while for long
wires it shows an oscillatory behavior for even and odd nu
ber of atoms.22

Let us start by writing the field operator of propagatin
electrons for a sample connected to a left~L! and right~R!
reservoir in terms of single-particle wave function
CE

L(R)(r,K i) with energyE and component of the momentum
parallel to the electrode surfaceK i

21 ~see Fig. 1 for a sche
matic of the system investigated!

Ĉ5ĈL1ĈR, ~2!

where

ĈL(R)5(
E

aE
L(R)~ t !CE

L(R)~r ,K i!. ~3!

The coefficientsaE
L(R)(t)5exp(2ivt)aE

L(R) are the annihila-
tion operators for electrons incident from the left~right! res-
ervoir, satisfying the usual anticommutation relation
$aE

i† ,aE8
j %5d i j d(E2E8). We assume that the electrons com

ing from the left~right! electrodes thermalize completely i
the reservoirs, i.e., the statistics of electrons coming from
left ~right! electrodes is determined by the equilibriu
Fermi-Dirac distribution functionf E

L(R) in the left ~right! res-
ervoir, i.e.,

^aE
i†aE8

j &5d i j d~E2E8! f E
i , ~4!

with i , j 5R,L. From the above field operator, we can defi
the current operator
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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Î ~z,t !52 i E dRE dK i~Ĉ†]zĈ2]zĈ
†Ĉ!, ~5!

wheredR defines an element of the electrode surface.
the sake of simplicity, we will assume in the following th
the right Fermi levelEFR is higher than the left Fermi leve
EFL , so that the average value of the current at zero te
perature is simply

^ Î &52 i E
EFL

EFR
dEE dRE dK i~ Ĩ E,E

R,R!, ~6!

where

Ĩ E,E8
i j

5~CE
i !*“CE8

j
2“~CE

i !* CE8
j , ~7!

with i , j 5R,L.
We now calculate the shot noise as the Fourier transf

of the electric current autocorrelation function in the limit
zero frequency and zero temperature.1 The electric current
we refer to is the excess currentD Î with respect to the aver
age current Eq.~6!. We first consider the spectral density

2pS~v!5E dteivt^D Î ~ t !D Î ~0!&, ~8!

whereD Î (z,t)5 Î (z,t)2^ Î & corresponds to the excess~with
respect to the average! current operator. We evaluate th
quantum statistical expectation value in Eq.~8! by using the
Bloch-De Dominicis theorem23 ~see also Ref. 16! to obtain

FIG. 1. ~a! Energy diagram of the two bare electrodes kept a
certain external potential difference. The left electrode is positiv
biased: electrons incident from the right electrode are partly tra
mitted into the left electrode with probabilityt, and reflected back
into the right electrode with probabilityr. ~b! Schematic of the
system investigated; the sample atoms are sandwiched betwee
bulk electrodes.
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S~v!5 (
i , j 5L,R

E dE fE1v
i ~12 f E

j !E dR1

3E dK1 Ĩ E1v,E
i j E dR2E dK2 Ĩ E,E1v

j i . ~9!

In the limit of zero frequency and zero temperature the Fe
distribution function reduces to the step functionf E

L(R)

5u(EFL(R)2E), and the noise power 2pS(v50)
5 lim

T→0
*dt^D Î (t)D Î (0)& can be written as

S5E
EFL

EFR
dEU E dRE dK Ĩ E,E

LR U2

, ~10!

where the range of energy integration is fromEFL to EFR

and Ĩ E,E
LR has been defined in Eq.~7!.

Equation~10! is the desired expression that relates curr
fluctuations to the single-particle wave functions. As it w
previously noted, it is clear from Eq.~10! that shot noise is
not simply proportional to the conductance of the samp1

but is determined by an interplay between electron wa
functions incident from the left electrode and electron wa
functions incident from the right electrode.24 It is also inter-
esting to point out that at zero temperature and for a fin
bias, there are no electrons incident from the left electrod
the energy region between the left and right Fermi levels~see
Fig. 1!. The nonzero value ofS is thus a direct consequenc
of quantum-mechanical statistics reflecting the fact that c
rent fluctuations at zero temperature are a purely quant
mechanical effect.

Equation~10! can be applied to study the behavior of sh
noise in any system once the single-particle wave functi
are known. We evaluate these wave functions s
consistently using the Lippmann-Schwinger equation21

CE
L(R)~r,K i!5C0,E,K i

L(R) ~r !

1E dr1E dr2G~r ,r1!V~r1 ,r2!CE
L(R)~r2,K i!,

~11!

where C0,E,K i

L(R) (r )5exp(iK i•R)uEK i

L(R)(z) are the wave func-

tions corresponding to propagating electrons incident fr
the left ~right! electrode in the absence of the scattering p
tential V(r1 ,r2), G is the corresponding Green’s function
andR andz are the coordinates parallel and perpendicula
the electrode surface, respectively.25 Deep into the electrode
(z→6`), the wave functionsuEK i

L(R)(z) assume different

scattering boundary conditions according to their energy
parallel momentum.21 The potentialV(r1 ,r2) describes the
difference in potential between the complete system and
bare electrodes.21 It is the sum of the nuclear, Hartree, an
exchange-correlation potentials.21 We choose to represent th
latter in the local-density approximation to densit
functional theory.26 Once the single-particle wave function
are calculated self-consistently using Eq.~11!, the electric
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current and shot noise can be calculated using Eqs.~6! and
~10!. Current-induced forces and, consequently, the ionic
tribution in steady state can also be determined with
above wave functions.27

The current operator of interest to us is the one co
sponding to the extra current due to the presence of
sample atoms between the two bare electrodes~see Fig. 1!:
d Î (z,t)5 Î (z,t)2 Î 0(z,t), where the first term on the right
hand side is defined in Eq.~5!, and the second one is th
equivalent term due to the bare electrodes only. In the
lowing, when we discuss about the average current, Eq.~6!,
and related shot noise, Eq.~10!, we refer to the extra curren
operatord Î (z,t) and corresponding fluctuations.21,27Fluctua-
tions of the extra current are nonlinear in terms ofÎ and Î 0
implying an enhancement of shot noise due to the contr
tion from the bare electrodes whenÎ and Î 0 have comparable
magnitude.

As an example of application, we calculate the shot no
for Si atomic wires between two bulk electrodes~see Fig. 1!
as a function of the wire length and as a function of bias. T
bulk electrodes are modeled with ideal metals~jellium
model!.21 The interior electron density of the electrodes
taken equal to the value for metallic gold (r s'3). The
single-particle wave functions are expanded in plane wa
and convergence of both the average current and shot n
has been checked with increasing number of plane wave21

The spacing between the silicon atoms is fixed at 4.2 a
and the distance between the electrode edge and the
silicon atom is 2.1 a.u., the relaxed atomic positions at z
bias.27 We keep the ionic configuration of the system u
changed at all different biases. In Fig. 2, we plot the Fa
factor ~defined asF5S/2eI) as a function of the number o
Si atoms for an external bias of 0.01V ~linear-response re
gime!. In the same plot~right axis!, we also show the con
ductance in units of the quantum of conductanceG0
52e2/h. The conductance of the wires oscillates as a fu
tion of the number of atoms. The origin of even and o

FIG. 2. Dependence of the Fano factor~left axis! and conduc-
tance ~right axis! on the number of Si atoms in an atomic wi
between two planar electrodes in a linear-response regime (
50.01 V).
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parity oscillations is due to the fact that even-atom-num
wires have fully occupiedp states, while the odd-atom
number wires have a half-filledp state at the Fermi level
This behavior has also been predicted for C-atom wire28

that have similar electronic structure. It can be similarly e
plained in terms of lower~larger! density of states at the
Fermi level of the total system~electrodes plus atoms! for
even~odd! number of atoms. This is shown in Fig. 3, whe
the density of states at the left Fermi level~the right Fermi
level is at 0.01 eV above the left Fermi level! is plotted as a
function of the number of atoms. The Fano factor follows
similar oscillatory pattern. It is lower~larger! for odd ~even!
number of atoms, exactly opposite to the conductance os
lations behavior. This result can be rationalized by not
that lower conductance implies lower transmission proba
ity and thus larger Fano factor@see Eq.~1!#. These results
also indicate that current fluctuations persist with increas

FIG. 4. Differential Fano factor~left axis! and differential con-
ductance~right axis! as a function of applied bias in nonlinear re
gime for an atomic wire composed of three Si atoms placed
tween two electrodes as described in Fig. 1.

ias

FIG. 3. Dependence of the Fano factor~left axis! and density of
states at the left Fermi level~right axis! on the number of Si atoms
in an atomic wire between two planar electrodes in a line
response regime (bias50.01 V).
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wire length.29 For the one- and two-Si atom cases, the Fa
factor is enhanced due to the fluctuations introduced by
proximity of the two electrodes. In these two cases, the
tance between the electrodes is small so that the cur
across the electrodes without the Si atoms inbetween i
the same order of magnitude as the current of the total
tem ~electrodes plus atoms!. On the other hand, the sho
noise of the bare electrodes without the atoms inbetwee
larger than the shot noise of the total system. As a con
quence, the Fano factor has a large contribution from the
bare electrodes, and the nonadditive behavior of the t
shot noise is evident in this case.

We now discuss the dependence of shot noise on the
in the nonlinear regime. We choose a three-Si wire as
example. The differential Fano factor@defined as F
5]S/](2eI)] as a function of bias is shown in Fig. 4. Th
differential conductance (G5]I /]V) is plotted in the same
figure ~right axis!. From Fig. 4, it is evident that the differ
ential conductance reaches a local minimum at about 2 V
a local maximum at about 3.5 V. The local minimum~maxi-
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